Surface Plasmon Resonance imaging-based sensing for anti-bovine immunoglobulins detection in human milk and serum.
Only few papers deal with Surface Plasmon Resonance imaging (SPRi) direct detection on complex matrices, limiting the biosensor application to real analytical problems. In this work a SPRi biosensor for anti-bovine IgG detection in untreated human bodily fluids, i.e. diluted human serum and milk, was developed. Enhanced levels of cow's milk antibodies in children's serum are suspected for their possible correlation with Type 1 diabetes during childhood and their detection in real samples was up to now performed by classical immunoassays based on indirect detection. The biosensor was optimised in standard samples and then in untreated human milk for anti-bovine IgG direct detection. The key novelty of the work is the evaluation of matrix effect by applying to real samples an experimental and ex ante method previously developed for SPRi signal sampling in standard solutions, called "Data Analyzer"; it punctually visualises and analyses the behaviour of receptor spots of the array, to select only spot areas with the best specific vs. unspecific signal values. In this way, benefits provide by SPRi image analysis are exploited here to quantify and minimise drawbacks due to the matrix effect, allowing to by-pass every matrix pre-treatment except dilution.